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Intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) with couch 
rotation in right unilateral breast cancer 

INTRODUCTION 

Despite the increasing number of breast cancer 
cases, the number of survivors is also increasing with 
the help of early diagnosis and developments in  
treatment methods (1). Current data indicate that 
breast cancer has a long-term survival time of 15-20 
years. This means that surviving patients will live to 
experience the aftereffects of cancer treatments. It 
has been reported that breast radiotherapy reduces 
the risk of cancer-related mortality by 4% in 15-year 
follow-ups (2), while it is associated with 1-2% of        
non-cancer mortalities, and most of these mortalities 
are attributed to cardiac diseases (3). Thus, it becomes 
even more important to make efforts to produce           
solutions to the chronic sequelae of breast cancer 
radiotherapy. Adverse aftereffects to emerge in              
relation to radiotherapy can originate from mainly 
the heart, as well as the lungs and the contralateral 
breast (Cont-Breast). 

Studies on reducing potential radiotherapy-
related adverse effects in breast cancer patients are 
going on. Advanced technological radiotherapy         
devices involve the use of techniques such as                  
intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT),      
volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT), holding 
one’s breath during deep inspiration=deep                
inspiration breath-hold (DIBH) technique during         

3-dimensional conformal radiotherapy (3D-CRT)(4), 
positioning the patient (prone position-supine           
position)(5), proton therapy, or combined treatment 
methods. The methods that are implemented need to 
be repeatable, as well as tolerable and adaptable by 
the patient. 

In radiotherapy, which is frequently used in the 
treatment of breast cancer, it is needed to develop 
new techniques that will reduce the radiation            
exposure of normal tissues. We think the IMRT             
technique with couch rotation we present here will 
be beneficial, especially because it can reduce               
contralateral lung (Cont-Lung), Cont-Breast doses to 
prevent cardiac toxic effects. 

 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS  
 

Patient selection and data collection 
Our study included 10 female patients who          

underwent radiotherapy due to breast cancer at our 
clinic. This study was approved by the Ethics                  
Committee of the Faculty of Medicine at our               
university for collecting, evaluating, analyzing, and 
interpreting the data (number: 40465587-50,                 
decision no: 2017/50 and date: 31.03.2017). All            
procedures including informed consent process were 
carried out in compliance with the ethical standards 
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of committees (institutional and national)                        
responsible for human experiments, the 1975               
Declaration of Helsinki, and its version revised in 
2000. Archives were searched retrospectively, and 
the computed tomography (CT) images of patients 
taken with the Aquilion LB brand CT radiotherapy 
simulator scanner (Toshiba Medical Systems, Tokyo, 
Japan) were examined. CT images that were taken 
from above the larynx laid onto the breast board 
(MAX3 ™ PLUS Breast Board, USA) containing both 
lungs and had a slice thickness of 3 mm were                
identified. Images with the patient in the supine             

204 

position, her ipsilateral arm above the head and             
rotated towards the outside, her head slightly rotated 
towards the left, her neck in an open position,               
and the board’s inclination in the thoracic wall                
and supraclavicular regions from 5° to 15° were                     
preferred. 

The sample of the study included patients who 
underwent modified radical mastectomy with the 
diagnosis of right unilateral breast cancer. The             
tumor characteristics of the patients met their                       
postmastectomy radiotherapy (PMRT) indications. 
Patient characteristics are summarized in table 1. 
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Patient no Age 
Tumor 

diameter (cm) 
Axillary metastatic 
lymph node (IM) 

Pathological type 
Hormone receptor 
ER/PR positivity% 

c-erb 
B2 

Other 

1 45 2,1 5 IDC  80/50 0 Multifocal 
2 53 2.8 3 IDC 90/50 2   
3 61 3 3 IDC 0/30 3   
4 50 3.5 4 IDC 80/60 0   
5 48 3 2 (ECI+) IDC 90/90 2   
6 50 4.6 2 (ECI+) SRC + %10-15 IDC 70/40 2 NAC 
7 43 5 7 ILC 90/90 0 NAC 
8 65 1.7 IM+ IDC 5/5 3 NAC 
9 58 1.5 2 IDC 90/15 0 Multifocal 

10 60 2.5 8 IDC 70/70 2   

Table 1. Patient and tumor characteristics. 

ECI: Extracapsular invasion, IM: Internal mammary, IDC: Invasive ductal carsinom, ILC: Invasive lobular carcinoma, SRC: Signet ring cell 
carcinoma,  NAC: Neoadjuvant chemotherapy.  

Contouring of target and normal structures 
For the planning targets, the clinical target volume 

(CTV), planned target volume (PTV), and organs        
at-risk (OAR) were recontoured on the CT datasets of 
all patients. Regional lymph nodes were contoured in 
all patients. All volumes were outlined according to 
the RTOG Breast Cancer Contouring Atlas (6). Target 
volume contouring was carried out to include the 
thoracic wall and the regional nodal irradiation (RNI) 
area (level-1-2-3 axilla, supra, infra, and scalene). The 
internal mammary was included in the area in one 
patient. PTV-1 constituted the RNI area, and PTV-2 
constituted the thoracic wall area. These two targets 
were combined to create a single PTV-T. This way, it 
became possible to observe the total PTV dose            
consisting of the PTV-1 and PTV-2 doses in the               
dose-volume histogram (DVH). As the patients fit into 
a single PTV-T area, there was no need for the             
dual-isocenter technique or two separate PTV areas. 
Additionally, for RNI, there was no need for difficult 
procedures such as a half beam block or collimator 
rotation for the gantry angle or the position above the 
area. PTV was modified to exclude the 3-mm build-up 
region close to the skin surface (7). The isodose            
volumes covering the target volume (volume of              
reference isodose: VRI) were calculated on the             
treatment planning system (TPS). 

The volumes outside the irradiated target volume 
were defined as OAR: ipsilateral lung (Ip-Lung), Cont-
Lung, Cont-Breast, liver, heart, and esophagus (Eso). 
For the dosimetric comparisons of the target and 
OAR doses, Dv (dose “d” received by the volume 
“v” (%/ml) of the selected organ), Vd (volume “v” for 

the selected organ (V5, V20, V25; %/ml), and dose 
“d” (%/Gy) were calculated separately for each plan. 
Minimum (min) and maximum (max) dose                      
definitions were also recorded. 

 

Dose constraints 
While applying the dose to the planned target, it 

was aimed to cover at least 95% of the nominal dose 
and create a homogeneous dose in 95% to 107% of 
the defined target. The dose-volume constraints that 
were used in this study for the target and critical 
structures were created based on our clinical                 
experiences, the guidelines of the Radiation                   
Therapy and Oncology Group (RTOG), and the                         
recommendation reports 50-62 of the International 
Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements 
(ICRU), and these constraints were kept fixed 
throughout the implementation of the plans. 

The dose for the thoracic wall and regional                
lymphatics (axilla, supra, and infraclavicular region, 
mammaria interna=MI) that were defined as targets 
was decided as 2 Gy/fraction per day →50 Gy. It was 
aimed to achieve the conditions of 95% of the target 
volume and 95% of the dose, V105<10%, and Dmax 
108%. 

For OAR, the dose constraints for the heart were 
in accordance with the RTOG recommendations as 
follows: Heart V40<5%, V25<10%, Ip-Lung 
V20≤15%, Cont-Lung: V5<10%, Cont-Breast: max 3 
Gy, total lung V20<35%, V40<20%. 

 
Radiation therapy planning 

All plans were designed using 6 MV photon rays 
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with the Varian Trilogy Clinac iX (Varian Medical  
System, Palo Alto, CA, United States) Eclipse™              
Treatment Planning System Version 13.6. The           
treatment device, the Millennium 60 Paired Multileaf 
Collimator, offers 40 paired 0.5-cm leaf resolutions at 
the isocenter and 1.0 cm leaf resolutions in the           
remaining areas. Its maximum leaf speed is 2.5 cm/s, 
and its leaf transmission rate is 1.6%. A constant dose 
rate of 400 MU/min was selected in the IMRT plans. 
For the plans, the analytical anisotropic algorithm 
(AAA) version 13.6.23 was implemented in the 
Eclipse photon dose calculation algorithm that was 
used. 

For each patient, the same tangential standard           
5-zone IMRT gantry angles were used as ±15° (gantry 
45°, 60°, 205°, 220°, 320°). In the IMRT with couch 
rotation plan, the couch rotation angle was 270° in 
one zone, and by applying two different IMRT plans, 
twenty different plans were created. The plans were 
optimized to reach the targets and achieve the              
nominal dose. In one of the patients as an example, 
for both IMRT plans, the 3-dimensional isodose             
distribution, DVH, the numbers of areas for both 
plans, and the gantry, collimator, and couch rotation 
data are presented comparatively (figure 1). 

In the plans with couch rotation, the couch was 
positioned at an angle of 270°, and the gantry was 
positioned at 345±15° so that the lung and heart           
doses would be reduced. Figure 2 shows the 3D             
reconstruction and beam’s eye view (BEV) images of 
the plan with couch rotation. 

 

The DVH that was calculated automatically by the 
planning system was used to calculate the doses            
received by PTV and OAR. For PTV, homogeneity  
index (HI) and conformity index (CI) values were  
calculated using predefined formulae (HI: D2%
−D98%/D50%, CI: VRI/TV) (8). Monitor unit (MU) 
values that were calculated based on the treatment 
output were used for the comparisons between the 
techniques. 

 
Statistical analyses 

Differences in the dosimetric parameters between 
the two treatment techniques were tested in terms of 
statistical significance using pairwise comparison 
tests. This test design was implemented to eliminate 
inter-patient variability. The Shapiro-Wilk test was 
used to test the normality of the distributions of the 
data. The normally distributed data are expressed as 
mean ± standard deviation values, and paired-
samples t-tests were used in their statistical               
comparisons. The non-normally distributed data are 
expressed as median (min-max) values, and the            
Wilcoxon test was used in their comparisons. In all 
analyses, the level of statistical significance was           
accepted as p<0.05. All analyses were conducted       
using the SPSS 22.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, 
USA) package program. 

 
 

RESULTS 
 

Patient characteristics 
Table 1 presents the demographic and tumor-

related characteristics of the patients. The patients 
were 43-65 years old (mean: 53.3), and their tumor 
size range was between 1.5 and 5 cm (mean: 2.9). 
Metastatic lymph nodes included at least two positive 
extracapsular invasions (ECI+) and a positive internal 
mammary in one patient. Regarding hormone              
receptor status, ER was negative in one patient, and c
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Figure 1. Dosimetric comparison of two plans is shown in a 
patient as an example. A: (Painted in dark blue as a frame) 

Plan without couch rotation: 3-dimensional isodose               
distributions in axial (1), sagittal (2), and coronal (3). Number 
of areas, gantry, collimator, and couch rotation information 

(4). B: (Painted in green as a frame). Plan with couch rotation 
3-dimensional isodose distributions in axial (1), coronal (2), 

and sagittal (3). Number of areas, gantry, collimator, and 
couch rotation information (4). C: (Painted in yellow as a 

frame). Dose volume histogram (DVH) comparing both plans. 
Target volumes; red, ipsilateral lung; dark green, contralateral 
lung; light blue, heart; light brown, esophagus; yellow, liver; 

brown, left anterior descending (LAD); pink, contralateral 
breast; light green, spinal cord; dark blue. 

Figure 2. Images of the IMRT field positioned on the patient in 
a couch and gantry rotation plan (couch: 270° gantry: 345°). A, 
B, C: 3D reconstruction images and beam’s eye view (BEV) at 

different angles in the couch-rotated plan. D: Schematized 
view of the patient during treatment gantry-couch-patient 

position. 
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-ErbB2 was negative in three patients. One patient 
had invasive lobular carcinoma, one had signet-ring 
cell carcinoma including little invasive ductal                  
carcinoma (IDC), and the others had IDC. Three            
patients were operated on following neoadjuvant 
chemotherapy, and the others were patients who 
were scheduled for treatment after surgery. 

 

Target Volume and OAR Doses 
Dosimetric parameters for the target volume, 

D2%, D98%, D50%, HI, CI, VRI, T-PTV, and MU, are 
comparatively displayed in table 2 for the plans with 
and without couch rotation. 

As an indicator that both plans were implemented 
without compromising the dose coverage of the             
target volume, the D2%, D98%, D50%, HI, CI, VRI, 
and P-PTV-V95 values of both plans were similar. MU 
values, on the other hand, were significantly higher in 
the plans with couch rotation in comparison to the 
plans without couch rotation (p=0.017). The                
comparison of the doses received by PTV in both 
plans and the HI and CI values of the plans did not 
reveal a statistically significant difference. 

In terms of the OAR doses, for the Heart-max, 
Heart-mean, Heart-V10, Heart-V5, Liver-mean,              
Liver-max, Ip-Lung-V25, and Cont-Lung-max values, 
there were significantly lower radiation exposure 
values in the plans with couch rotation than in the 
plans without couch rotation. The exposure doses for 
the Heart, Cont-Breast, and Eso in both plans are 
shown in table 3. 

Heart-max, Heart-mean, heart-V10, and Heart-V5 

dosimetric values were significantly lower in the 
plans with couch rotation than in the plans without 
couch rotation (respectively, p=0.032, p=0.000, 
p=0.005, and p=0.000) (table 3). The difference was 
more substantial, particularly in terms of the             
Heart-mean and Heart-V5 doses (Heart-mean: 
351.55cGy vs 735.75cGy and Heart-V5: 20.05 cGy vs 
63.55 cGy). 

The Cont-Breast-mean dose in the plans with 
couch rotation was significantly lower than that in the 
plans without couch rotation (p=0.005). There was no 
statistically significant difference between the plans 
with and without couch rotation in terms of their 
Cont-Breast-max doses (p=0.878). 

Eso-mean and Eso-max dose values were                       
significantly lower in the plans with couch rotation 
compared to the plans without couch rotation 
(respectively, p=0.022 and p=0.002). 

The Ip-Lung-V25 and V20, Cont-Lung, Liver-mean, 
and Liver-max doses of the patients are summarized 
in table 4. Ip-Lung doses (V25 and V20) were               
significantly higher in the plans with couch rotation 
(respectively, p=0.001 and 0.014). 

The Cont-Lung (V5 and max) doses in the plans 
with couch rotation were significantly lower than 
those in the plans without couch rotation 
(respectively, p=0.005 and p=0.009). 

The Liver-mean doses in the plans with couch  
rotation were significantly lower than those in the 
plans without couch rotation (p=0.000). The                
Liver-max doses in the plans with couch rotation 
were slightly higher (p=0.047). 
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 %D2 cGy %D98 cGy %D50 cGy HI CI RIV T-PTV-V95 % MU 
 Mean 

±Sd 
CR 5248,09±62,72 4674,33±76,744 4997,11±28,94 0,11±0,02 1,34±0,14 914,62±210,02 95,68±0,86 1222,10±73,45 

NCR 5255,71±67,49 4712,16±68,462 5004,77±39,69 0,11±0,01 1,31±0,09 899,10±217,85 95,73±0,85 1125,40±110,62 

Median 
(min-max) 

CR 
5267,05 

(5114,90- 
5302,50) 

4651,64 
(4583,84- 
4840,54) 

4998,87 
(4938,10- 
5039,31) 

0,12 
(0,06-0,13) 

1,33 
(1,11-1,59) 

844,47 
(696,73- 
1257,20) 

95,30 
(95,00- 
97,70) 

1205,50 
(1113,00- 
1377,00) 

NCR 
5273,25 

(5102,20- 
5327,40) 

4704,29 
(4631,11- 
4826,84) 

5009,18 
(4937,25- 
5055,22) 

0,11 
(0,07-0,13) 

1,31 
(1,14-1,44) 

847,90 
(671,95- 
1208,71) 

95,80 
(94,20- 
97,30) 

1120,00 
(931,00- 
1311,00) 

  p 0,799* 0,176** 0,599** 0,247** 0,267** 0,289** 0,441* 0,017** 

Table 2. Dosimetric data on the doses for both plans. 

*Wilcoxon signed-ranks test ** Paired T test. * p<0.005. CR: Couch rotasyon, NCR: No Couch rotasyon, HI: Homogeneity index, CI:conformality 
index, RIV: Reference Isodose Volume, T-PTV-V95: PTV receiving 95% of the defined dose, MU: Monitör unit.   

 Heart Max cGy 
Heart Mean 

cGy 
Heart V10 

cGy 
Heart V5*cGy 

Cont-Breast 
Max* cGy 

Cont-Breast 
Mean cGy 

Eso Mean 
cGy 

Eso Max 
cGy 

Mean 
±Sd 

CR 2369,20±694,22 345,56±105,75 10,23±5,637 20,90±8,94 1753,13±1368,81 170,63±135,29 
710,12± 
327,63 

3560,16± 
796,04 

NCR 2602,65±707,43 724,52±159,78 26,73±14,15 64,24±13,018 1655,65±1223,35 201,29±155,084 
876,10± 
255,77 

3975,69± 
601,33 

 Median 
(Min-max) 

 CR 
2270,50 

(1158,10-
3466,10) 

351,55 
(145,30-
533,90) 

10,25 
(0,0-20,10) 

20,05 
(6,10-40,70) 

1013,20 
(527,10-3860,90) 

  

103,35 
(37,10-403,00) 

679,45 
(309,50-
1391,60) 

3464,40 
(2738,40-
4977,70) 

  
NCR 

  

2429,85 
(1770,30-
4193,70) 

735,75 
(441,30-
973,50) 

28,80 
(6,80-50,70) 

63,55 
(38,80-81,70) 

1163,90 
(652,90-4176,10) 

116,85 
(55,90-502,00) 

783,45 
(601,10-
1495,10) 

3751,70 
(3295,00-
5084,70) 

  p  0,032* <0,001* 0,005* <0,001* 0,878** 0,005** 0,022** 0,002* 

Table 3. Statistics on the doses received by OAR in both plans. 

*Paired T test, ** Wilcoxon signed-ranks test. CR: Couch rotasyon, NCR: No Couch rotasyon, SD: Standard Deviation,  max: maximum dose,  min: 
minimum dose, Cont-Breast: Contralateral breast, Eso: Esophagus, V5 Gy the volume receiving >5 Gy of the prescription dose, V10 Gy the volume 
receiving >10 Gy of the prescription dose.   
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DISCUSSION  
 

Randomized studies and meta-analyses have 
shown that radiotherapy has a significant role in the 
treatment of locally advanced breast cancer. All 
guidelines recommend radiotherapy as a standard 
treatment modality in the management of locally  
advanced malignant diseases (9-12). PMRT covers the 
following areas: the thoracic wall, axilla,                          
supraclavicular, and ±ipsilateral IMLNs. The definite 
indications for PMRT are as follows: a tumor larger 
than 5 cm (T3), a positive margin, a 1-mm surgical 
margin, 4+ LNs, or 3+ LNs (13), >20% LNs involved, 
and tumor >3.5 cm (MDACC) (14). Although some have 
lost their validity, its relative indications are as           
follows: <10 LNs resected, >20% LN involvement, 
and tumor <3.5 cm, or <20% LNs involved and tumor 
> 5 cm, gross multicentric, muscle involvement, G3, 
and HER2+. After the recently increased rates of           
neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by mastectomy, 
the contraindications of RT for these patients were 
listed as follows: cT1-2 N0-1 tumors, achieving pCR, 
ypN0; or ypN1 and ER+, age >40, no LVI, and no ECE. 
Most patients undergo PMRT after NAC. All efforts 
aiming to identify groups that will not undergo RT 
are as valuable as methods that are developed for 
reducing radiation toxicity. The most significantly           
at-risk organs in terms of deterministic aftereffects 
following irradiation in breast cancer patients are the 
heart, the coronary arteries, and the Ip-Lung.                
Moreover, it is known that these effects are, in fact, 
dose-independent effects. The IMRT with couch             
rotation plans that we implemented in our study 
served this purpose by reducing radiation doses for 
OAR substantially. 

Some strategies have been developed to achieve 
optimal irradiation in right unilateral breast cancer 
patients who have undergone mastectomy. These 
strategies require the usage of radiotherapy                
techniques that have been developed for the                   
optimum local control, the lowest acute and late           
toxicity levels, and the lowest probability of                    
secondary cancer induction. Many modern                       
irradiation techniques, including the deep inspiration 
breath hold (DIBH) technique, IMRT, tangential 
IMRT, VMAT, VMAT-hold breath, tangential IMRT-
VMAT, and proton therapy, are used for this purpose
(15). The superiority of 3D-DIBH where the                  
breath-hold technique that mainly aims to protect the 

heart in terms of the improvement of OAR doses to 
conventional 3D-CRT has been shown (15-17).             
Similarly, it has been reported that VMAT and IMRT 
are more homogeneous and conformal in terms of 
dose distribution compared to the 3D-DIBH RT           
technique (18, 19). For the optimum OAR protection 
strategy, it is needed to propose novel methods that 
can be integrated into IMRT and VMAT or proton 
therapy plans that provide better technological               
opportunities. In comparison to the VMAT                     
breath-hold technique, proton therapy can reduce 
the mean heart dose by 3.4 Gy (20). The DIBH                
technique is one of the techniques developed to            
reduce cardiac doses. It requires patient compliance 
and proper training. Therefore, this technique can be 
unnecessarily expensive, cumbersome to use, and 
time-consuming in terms of healthcare costs.              
Furthermore, not all patients may benefit from the 
use of this technique (21). Although it was reported 
that the tangential IMRT technique reduces heart and 
Ip-Lung doses, there are some concerns. It is stated 
that it may not always be a reasonable choice due to 
differences in maximum and average PTV volumes 
(22). Although the VMAT-DIBH technique provides 
OAR protection, it is a concern that it increases the 
risk of radiation-induced secondary cancer due to the 
increased volume of normal tissues exposed to low 
doses (23). Tangential IMRT-VMAT hybrid techniques 
resulted in better OAR dosimetry overall compared 
to many techniques, but the results were in                   
early-stage breast cancer patients. Therefore, it was 
stated that the results may not be valid for patients 
requiring treatment to both breast and regional 
nodes (24).The difference of proton therapy from           
existing treatments is based on the interaction of  
protons and photons in tissues. Due to the high dose 
gradient, it is possible to irradiate the tumor volume 
while avoiding excessive radiation of the surrounding 
tissues, and thus, a lower probability of complications 
in normal tissues is expected (25). However, proton 
therapy is not currently considered a standard             
treatment for patients with breast cancer (26). One 
possible reason for this may be the lack of                      
information in clinical evidence, as there is little             
research confirming the advantage of protons over 
photons. The fact that proton therapy is not prevalent 
everywhere limits its usage. Compared to all these 
techniques, the technique we offer seems to have an 
advantage as it can be easily applied in clinics with 
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 Ip-Lung V25 % Ip-Lung V20 % Cont-Lung V5 % Cont-Lung Max cGy Liver Mean cGy Liver Max cGy 
 Mean 

±Sd 
 CR 17,44±1,92 25,82±3,61 1,010±1,47 1014,72±553,21 530,99±227,63 4568,73±912,78 
NCR 16,40±1,50 24,35±2,69 34,48±12,43 1568,86±412,19 763,65±274,76 4427,17±1032,95 

 Median 
Min-max 

CR 
17,80 

(13,40-19,90) 
26,20 

(16,90-29,10 ) 
0,20 

(0,00-4,20) 
747,00 

(385,50-116,80) 
558,55 

(233,60-833,90) 
5007,65 

(2652,10-5190,20) 

NCR 
16,35 

(13,40-18,20) 
24,65 

(17,60-26, 90 ) 
35,30 

(16,20-50,80) 
1695,45 

(770,90-1961,90) 
759,80 

(392,80-237,30) 
4894,75 

(2452,30-5043,10) 
  p 0,001* 0,014** 0,005** 0,009* 0,000* 0,047** 

Table 4. Statistics on the doses received by OAR (both lungs and the liver) in both plans. 

* Paired T test, ** Wilcoxon signed-ranks test. CR: Couch rotasyon, NCR: No Couch rotasyon, Ip-Lung: Ipsilateral lung, cont-Lung: Contralateral lung, 
max: maximum dose, V25 Gy the volume receiving >25 Gy,  V20 Gy the volume receiving >20 Gy, V5 Gy the volume receiving >5 Gy.   
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IMRT facilities. With this technique, without needing 
difficult steps such as establishing two different              
setups for two different areas in the dual-isocenter 
technique, a shorter setup time can be achieved.             
Although the treatment durations in the plans with 
couch rotation appeared a bit longer, considering the 
prolonged setup times due to the difficulties                   
mentioned above and the error rates in techniques 
that require much higher care and precision like the 
double-isocenter technique, we can argue that the 
IMRT technique with couch rotation that we are              
proposing here is more practical to implement.               
Proton therapies are not widely available, and there 
are axillary dose ambiguities in the conformal DIBH 
or VMAT breath-hold technique.  

As opposed to the information that the heart is a 
radioresistant organ, recent studies have claimed 
that cardiovascular diseases can emerge at mean  
doses as low as 3 to 17 Gy (27). In our study, while the 
mean heart dose in the plans with couch rotation was 
approximately 3 Gy, the mean heart dose in the plans 
without couch rotation was approximately 7 Gy. 

It is known that there is an increase in especially 
coronary events and cardiac deaths associated with 
adverse effects caused by RT on OAR in patients              
irradiated for left unilateral breast cancer (28). The 
fact that cardiac problems have a long latent period 
may lead adverse effects to remain undetected. Darby 
et al. (29) reported that a 1-Gy dose added to the mean 
heart dose could increase the prevalence of ischemic 
heart disease by 7.4% regardless of the threshold 
dose, and there was a linear correlation between the 
mean heart dose and coronary events. Furthermore, 
a relationship was reported between low radiation 
doses (∼5 Gy) and cardiac mortality (30). 

DIBH provides good planning and target volume 
coverage, and it may be considered a safe and              
repeatable technique for protecting the heart (16, 17). 
However, at RT sites that include RNI, it is needed to 
consider dose ambiguities to be created by the              
anatomical changes of the mammary glands and            
significant movements of the axillary lymph node 
levels in the anterior and cranial directions in the 
DIBH technique (31). It was reported that in                     
comparison to spontaneous breathing, during DIBH, 
the RT dose at the axillary lymph node level 1           
decreased (31). Moreover, the effects of this dose             
variation in the accidental irradiation of the axillary 
level 1 lymph nodes in node-negative early-stage 
breast cancer patients are unknown (31). Longitudinal 
follow-ups are needed to investigate the potential 
effects of all these uncertainties on oncological               
outcomes. Besides, the probability that the effects of 
this dose difference in node-positive patients could 
be even greater is also not completely known.               
Instead, the RT technique with couch rotation that is 
not dependent on the positioning of the patient 
seems more reasonable to prevent dose ambiguities 
to be caused by the position or breath-holding          
capacity of the patient in each treatment or efforts to 

stop and restart the irradiation procedure. 
During PMRT, the lungs should also be carefully 

monitored in terms of adverse effects. Among                
patients who undergo irradiation to the thoracic wall 
or only the breast, 1% of cases develop pneumonia 
(32). It is known that this rate increases in patients 
undergoing RNI, and the incidence of symptomatic 
radiation pneumonia is 2.3% (33). Radiation                      
pneumonia is associated with the mean lung dose 
(MLD, Lung-Mean) and V20 which indicate the           
irradiated lung volume and radiation dose (34). For 
example, the incidence of radiation pneumonia that is 
accompanied by asymptomatic minimal pulmonary 
radiological changes or mild dry cough was found 
higher in patients with MLD ≥20.5 Gy or normal            
tissue complication probability (NTCP) ≥23% Gy (35). 
Moreover, it was reported that V20Gy and V30Gy             
Ip-Lung doses were the main predictive parameters 
for symptomatic radiation pneumonia (36). In the 
same study, it was stated that V20 and V30 values 
were independent predictors of symptomatic             
radiation pneumonia in patients undergoing RNI, 
while V20 values were independent predictors for 
only those undergoing single-breast irradiation. It 
was reported that the optimum threshold of V30 for 
symptomatic radiation pneumonia was 25.7%, and 
by using this threshold, symptomatic radiation             
pneumonia could be predicted with an accuracy of 
79.9%, a sensitivity of 69.2%, and a specificity of 
80.5% (36). In patients who are subjected to RNI,             
Ip-Lung V20 values should be <39.8%, and V30            
values should be <25.7%. One should pay attention to 
keeping Ip-Lung V20 values under 20.2% in the             
irradiation of only the breast or the thoracic wall(36). 
Although the Ip-Lung doses we obtained in our study 
were high in the treatment plans with couch rotation, 
these doses were V25: 17.80% and V20: 26.20%. 
These values in our study were on acceptable levels 
in terms of radiation pneumonia risk reported for 
patients undergoing RNI (table 4). 

A marginally higher risk of second primary cancer 
development was reported in patients under the age 
of 45 (RR=1.08, 95% CI 0.99-1.18, p=0.069) (37).             
Additionally, it was stated that the risk of the              
development of a second primary cancer in the        
Cont-Breast in the long run increases by 2.5 times 
when the Cont-Breast is exposed to a radiation dose 
higher than 10 Gy in women under the age of 40 (38). 
Due to the increased long-term risk of RT-related 
second primary cancers, it is needed to avoid             
unnecessary radiation exposure in the Cont-Breast in 
mastectomy patients. Gao et al. reported the absolute 
increase in the risk of RT-related second primary 
cancers regarding 10-, 15-, and 20-year actuarial 
rates as 0.5%, 1.3%, and 1.6%, respectively(37). In our 
study, especially regarding the Cont-Breast, while 
there was no significant difference between the plans 
in terms of the maximum doses, the mean doses in 
the treatments with couch rotation were significantly 
lower. 
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HI and CI are parameters that are used to                 
estimate the degree of suitability of a plan. According 
to RTOG publications, the most ideal CI value is equal 
to 1, and HI values closer to zero indicate higher             
homogeneity for the plan (8). The HI and CI median 
(min-max) values for the plans with vs without  
couch rotation were found respectively as HI: 0.12                   
(0.06-0.13) vs 0.11 (0.07-0.13) and CI: 1.33                 
(1.11-1.59) vs 1.31 (1.14-1.44), and based on the 
proximity of the respective values to 0 and 1, we may 
state that the plans with couch rotation were more 
homogeneous. In our study, the MU values that              
prolonged the total treatment duration to some             
degree were found to be higher in the plans with 
couch rotation. On the other hand, it was shown that 
3DCRT and tangential-FIF treatments with shorter 
MU plans shortened the treatment durations, but 
their dose coverage for the target volumes was lower 
based on HI and CI values (39). 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

In this retrospective study, using the IMRT             
method with couch rotation, we aimed to reduce the 
doses applied to the heart, the Cont-Lung, and                  
the Cont-Breast in right thoracic wall and                   
regional lymphatic region radiotherapy without                        
compromising dose homogeneity and the dose             
coverage of the target volumes. This treatment             
technique will contribute to a reduction in the             
incidence of long-term complications and                 
radiation-related secondary malignancies in breast 
cancer patients with long survival durations. With the 
development of RT technologies, it is known that  
various studies have been carried out to reduce the 
radiation dose to which normal tissue will be         
exposed. As a result, as in our study, the optimum 
OAR protection strategy should involve the proposal 
of novel methods that can be integrated with            
RT plans that provide superior technological                   
opportunities such as IMRT. 
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